
>> The broadcast is now starting. All attendees are in listen only mode.  

>> Hi. My name is Diane Funsten and I'm the statewide lead on the Procedural Safeguards initiative. I'd 

like to welcome you to our webinar today, Progress Monitoring for Reading. This webinar is part of a 

series on Progress Monitoring for students with different kinds of needs. All of the record-- all of these 

sessions have been recorded and posted as webinars. The handout is available on the PaTTAN website. 

If you follow the instructions on the slide it will get you to the handout. It can be downloaded and saved 

onto your desktop or printed. I would like to introduce our presenter for today. It's Deb Fulton who is 

the statewide lead on the literacy initiative coming out of our PaTTAN office in Harrisburg. So, Deb I'm 

going to turn it over to you.  

>> Thank you Diane. Hi. For the next hour I will share information about reading and options for 

progress monitoring for reading. Now I can tell you I could talk for days about reading. It's a deep and 

complicated process. But since we have only one hour for me to talk this afternoon I hope to provide 

you with then information that can confirm what you know and do already and maybe guide areas that 

you might dig into deeper. There actually were two handouts provided to you for the webinar. The first 

is the PowerPoint and the second is a note taking guide and that guide if you just looked at the 

beginning it looks like just an area free to take notes. That's there but there are a lot of additional 

references and resources there about all kinds of things. In addition there are flowcharts and some 

other kinds of things that I'm going to share with you that are enlarged to full size that I think might be 

helpful for you. So if you haven't had a chance to download that handout you might want to do that 

when the training is done, because I think you might refer to those. Whoops. Sorry, okay. Based on the 

amount and type of questions I've received since this webinar has been advertised I'm guessing that 

there may be many questions that you think of as we talk this afternoon. If you do have questions about 

where to find handouts or other logistical things you can type those into the comments or questions 

area and my colleague, Diane Funsten, will respond. Based on our time frame I will respond to content 

questions after the webinar. Please send those questions to me or Diane by email and the email is 

located on your screen right now and I will get back to you as soon as I can. If I can't answer our 

question I'll try and find someone who can do that. PaTTAN's mission, of course, is to support the efforts 

and initiatives of our Bureau of Special Education and to build the capacity of local education agencies to 

serve students who receive special education services. Our goal for each child is to ensure that the 

Individualized Education Program teams begin with the general education setting with the use of 

Supplementary Aids and Services before considering a more restrictive environment. Measurement of 

student growth and reading is critically important because it allows instructional decision makers to 

determine the rate of growth students are showing and to determine if different or additional 

intervention is needed and if so, what kind of intervention. As many of you are aware the PA course 

standards emphasize comprehension of increasingly complex text. In order to comprehend complex text 

one must be able to read the words automatically to understand what the words mean, make sense of 

the text and the language structures and make connections to all of these and more. It's not an easy 

process even though we as good readers do these mostly automatically. Today we'll be talking about the 

processes necessary to read and understand text as well as various progress monitoring measures you 

can use to make instructional decisions in this area. It's important to also note that reading problems 



constitute the greater number of referrals to and placements in special ed. Approximately 10 to 15 

percent of school age children have legitimate reading disabilities. Are assessment procedures should be 

guided by a decision-making process and the data collected to reflect that purpose. Meaning that the 

purpose and relevance of the assessment data should be to-- clear to parents and to students and to 

other educators. In order to proceed with appropriate assessment choices we need to answer this 

question. What exactly is the question about the students reading that's being asked and which 

measures will provide me with the answers. In addition to the assessment of student reading 

performance itself, we should also consider whether environmental curricular and or instructional 

factors are contributing to a student's reading difficulties and whether they should serve as instructional 

and intervention targets. So, best practices in the assessment of reading involves collecting multiple 

measures of student performance and looking for patterns of convergence among the measures to help 

identify students strengths and weaknesses related to reading. The amount of progress the student is 

making and those instructional practices that are making a difference. In order to develop appropriate 

IEP and corresponding progress monitoring goals, one must understand the complexity of learning to 

read. I've chosen this reading rope to depict the skills needed for skilled reading. Hollis Scarborough 

created this rope in 2001. She created the analogy to visualize or help people to visualize the complexity 

of that reading process. There are two main strands with multiple threads. As the reader becomes more 

skilled the threads and the strands tighten and they intertwine to a point where you can hardly see 

those separate pieces. As the rope is tightening the reader becomes increasingly automatic and 

increasingly strategic. And if a thread or a strand is not tight or solid the rest of the rope will not be 

either. The first strand on the bottom that we're going to look at is word recognition. That includes 

chronological awareness, decoding and encoding or spelling and those are necessary for word 

recognition. Once words are processed frequently they become words that are read as if by sight. The 

second strand is made up of components of language comprehension. These areas are background 

knowledge, vocab, structures of language, verbal reasoning and literary, literacy knowledge. From these 

components we realize that context and comprehension are more complex than many of us thought. A 

reader's knowledge of the topic and the vocabulary and knowledge of text structures and the ability to 

be metacognitive when he or she is confused about what is being read are all critical components of 

reading comprehension. Note the screening tools for language skills are not as valid or reliable as those 

screening tools that we have that measure word recognition. However, many students with word 

recognition problems also have difficulty with those language skills. ( Silence ) Did I do that too fast? 

Reading intervention may be needed in a variety of ways. Students could have a need for instruction 

intervention with phonology, phonological deficits. There could be difficulty with basic decoding and 

encoding. Automaticity with each component skill of reading. Now automaticity is needed for much 

more than just the words or the text. They're needed at every-- that automaticity is needed at every 

level; letter name, sounds, words, phrases, sentences and then connected text. And that has to be at the 

appropriate speed and accuracy and then with expression too. Low oral language and vocabulary is 

another area of difficulty. Morphology which is the study of morphing those small units and meanings 

such as affixes and root words; comprehension of sentences and connective text; background 

information or knowledge; basic comprehension skills and then working memory. The importance in 

effective working memory is one that was not discussed often even five years ago, but it's very 

important to consider. And another area that's not listed here, but one that we are learning about is 



executive function. So the challenge, it's not as easy as it seems. And again, difficulty comprehending 

text can be caused by many issues. That is what makes it such a challenge because in order to find the 

right instruction you need to figure out exactly where the instruction needs to occur. And to add to the 

challenges, measuring comprehension to determine areas of strengths and needs. There are numerous 

reasons why again (inaudible) can break down. Another challenge is if there are not as many 

assessments that can help us figure that out. So going back to the reading rope. We're highlighting now 

the word recognition strands. These skills are most often measured in screening tests. So, for example in 

DIBELS Next or AIMSweb, numerous kinds of screening tests phonological awareness is measured by 

first sound fluency and phoning segmentation fluency. Alphabetic principle is measured with (inaudible) 

word fluency and also oral reading fluency. Sight recognition is also measured in oral reading fluency. 

And there are a number of tools with which we can regularly measure progress in these areas in the 

word recognition. ( Silence ) Screening tools for language comprehension skills are not as valid or 

reliable as those screening tools that measure word recognition. As students get older we sometimes 

are not as aware that they may still have difficulty reading words in that bottom part of the rope 

because we don't ask them to read aloud as much. Some students may have mastered basic phonics 

skills but hit a wall when asked to read academic words, which are typically multi-syllabic and not easily 

figured out with context. We may point the comprehension difficulty because that is what we see based 

on the task of what we were asking students. But it's really important to dig deeper and find the root of 

the student's difficulty before concentrating on just the comprehension or basic comprehension aspects. 

So again, in other visualized form in order to comprehend complex text one must be able to read the 

words accurately and automatically or fluently. They have to understand what the words mean, make 

sense of the text and language structures and make connections to all of these or more. All of these 

pieces are necessary; language, knowledge, fluency, metacognition and motivation. Monitoring progress 

and phonemic awareness, decoding and fluency are familiar to most of us. Again, I keep repeating this 

because it's really important. The tricky part is measuring and monitoring comprehension because 

there's so many factors that could be causing the difficulty in comprehension. At this time, 

unfortunately, there are no really good measures that, that you can use to sift through those processes 

to separate all of these or at least know quick measures. A recently published text unraveling reading 

comprehension edited by Brett Miller, Lori Cutting and Peggy McCardle talks about the needs for a new 

generation of reading comprehension assessments and identifies some basic principles in common with 

empirical support for these principles. So, I'm hopeful that sometimes a student will start to see some of 

those assessments that will help us start to sift through this a little bit better. Diagnostic assessments 

and progress monitoring assessments have different purposes. The purpose of the diagnostic 

assessment is to provide more in depth information of student's skills and instructional needs in order to 

plan instruction. They can support or refute screening results. They can indicate a student's strengths 

and weaknesses and type of difficulty. They can point to specific targets for intervention, but they can't 

efficiently screen every student for risk. And you can frequently monitor progress frequently with 

diagnostic assessments; you can monitor with it. Diagnostic assessments may include a variety of 

teacher made or specialized assessments, but should be closely aligned to accountability outcomes for 

the grade. Teachers should ascertain the strengths and weaknesses of students who appear to be at risk 

for reading failure on a screening assessment and reading skill progression with phonemic awareness, 

phonics, fluency, comprehension and vocabulary. Question to ask are: Where is the student in the 



developmental progression of phonological awareness? What phonics skills does this student 

demonstrate accurately and automatically? What level of developmental spelling knowledge has this 

student obtained? At what rate does the student read according to norms? Does the student have a 

very limited vocabulary. Are all of these skills related to comprehension of written language. ( Silence ) 

Mastery measures, also known as specific skill measures and often that diagnostic measure and general 

outcome measures are two common progress monitoring approaches. One key difference between 

mastery measures and specific skill measures and general outcome measures is the comparability of 

data longitudinally or the ability to look at data across time. With general outcome measures, which I'm 

going to call GOMs you can compare the scores a student received in May to a score he or she had in 

September. You can't do that with mastery or specific skill measures. Because each sub-skill is tracked 

separately. These sub skills do not necessarily correlate well with overall achievement and we'll go into 

more detail about each of those. So mastery or specific skill measures are not empirical. That is not 

provable or verifiable by experience or experiment. They often are derived by task analysis. Mastery 

specific skill measures measure a series of what you might think of as short term objectives. There are 

technical problems with using mastery specific skill measures to quantify progress across effectives, 

because again you can't index maintenance of skills. There is an unknown reliability and validity of text 

as test change, as mastery is demonstrated and the objectives are not equivalent units. General 

outcome measures, the other common approach to measuring student progress are a specific set of 

testing strategies for academic skills assessment. They are standardized norm reference assessments. 

They are reliable and valid indicators of student achievement. In many ways they are different than 

master measures. They reflect overall competence and a grade level curriculum. For instance, third 

grade reading or sixth grade math. They're comprised of tasks of about equal difficulty that are given 

throughout the year so that growth toward a final goal can be measured. GOMs can be used as both 

screening and progress monitoring measures. Many curriculum based measures are types of GOMs and 

we'll talk about those too. They are sensitive to the improvement of student achievement over time and 

provide curriculum linked assessment information that helps teachers plan better instruction. Bullet four 

indicates that general outcome measures provide an initial step in a decision-making model. Further 

diagnostics and discussion would be necessary for instruction and decision-making. ( Silence ) Mastery 

measures and general outcome measures or CBMs are both helpful, but teachers should consider the 

goal of the assessment when deciding what type to use. Remember many curriculum based 

measurements are types of general outcome measures. ( Silence ) Mastery tests answer the question 

did the student learn what I taught? These are examples of appropriate times to use mastery tests. It's 

important that students are accurate and automatic in each skill set. We don't wait until we begin 

working with words and sentences. Typically curriculum based progress monitoring measures are given 

to students who are below benchmark. Some districts adopt criteria to guide when to monitor progress. 

Some districts adopt criteria to guide when to monitor progress, how often, with which measures and 

how long. In general that common sense guide is what you do with progress monitoring. The students 

that are well below grade level you may need to monitor the reading sub skill that is being targeted for 

intervention. When monitoring ORF or oral reading fluency with students who are below grade level 

choose passages that are at an instructional level or that students can read with approximately 95 

percent or better accuracy. Here's another way to visualize that connection between general outcome 

measures and mastery measures. This visual was shared by Dr. Lana Edwards-Santoro at our February 



PDE conference. Dr. Edwards says that the general outcome measures, with solid research behind them, 

give us a sampling of a student's performance. The mastery measures, which can be diagnostic 

measures, tap into particular domains of knowledge or skill sets of reading. With these we can drill 

down to scope and sequence and figure out exactly where students are learning and where they need to 

go. She says we need to put the two together. They're not separate systems, but they balance each 

other. ( Silence ) So we just reviewed many methods that are available to analyze student reading 

performance, monitor progress and inform IEP goals. Ultimately the specific methods that you choose 

should be based on what's the purpose of your assessment? What do you want to measure and why? 

Your expectations for reading performance and the degree to which your measure will inform your 

instruction and your intervention for the student. The components that we can assess include: 

phonological processing, word recognition, fluency at each level, specific vocabulary and some specific 

sub skills. Note that speech and language technicians and other specialists can assess language more 

specifically. So let's start with phonological processing. When we assess phonological processing we are 

measuring a student's ability to manipulate the phonemes or the individual sounds in a word. There are 

students that get to upper elementary school, middle school and high school and have a very difficult 

time in learning to read. And when you decipher down, you keep going backward to figure out where 

the difficulty is you-- we find that there are still many students that are stuck at this phonological 

processing. And because we usually consider that as a kindergarten-first grade skill, sometimes as we're 

teaching older students we forget that this may be a base for the difficulties that students are having. 

Accuracy: fluency is generally defined as the rate or the words per minute, The accuracy, the number of 

words correctly identified and the expression with which students read. Once students automatically, or 

achieve automaticity, sorry, they are able to focus on comprehending text rather than trying to decode 

words. It's difficult to remember what you've read and to relate the ideas to your own background 

knowledge if the act of reading itself is laborious. It's important to look at the accuracy with oral reading 

fluency or any score, skill I'm sorry. We work on accuracy first. There is no reason to become more 

fluent with incorrect words or skills. For instance, if a student is reading a passage with less than 95 

percent accuracy, there may be difficulty with reading the actual words. A diagnostic measure to 

determine areas of needs in word reading would be the next step. Often older students who are not 

accurate have mastered basic phonics skills but not advance phonics, such as reading multi-syllabic 

words or using morphemes. Not being able to read multi-syllabic words accurately and fluently will 

affect the ability to read academic words. This is an example of what a dysfluent reader's oral reading 

fluency looks like when issues are at the phonology, phonics and or word identification level. In the one 

minute probe the student read 12 words correct out of 26 or with 46.9 percent accuracy. And remember 

we're looking for 95 percent accuracy. If the words this student had attempted would have been 

accurate he or she would have placed in the low risk benchmark. The mistakes some make is to put this 

student in fluency intervention to increase the words correct per minute. This student is not accurate 

enough to benefit from fluency at the connected text level. ( Silence ) This is another example of what a 

dysfluent reader's oral reading fluency looks like when it's used at the phonology, phonics and or word 

identification level. This is a 6th grader. This student read 46 of the 55 words accurately in one minute or 

83.6 percent accuracy. Note that the actual errors made are not recorded on this slide, only because 

there's not enough room to fit them in. Some teachers are able to record errors with a single slash and 

that's very helpful when you're trying to start looking at where the errors are. A common instructional 



error that some make is to place a student like this in fluency intervention to increase their words 

correct per minute. Again, this student is not accurate enough to benefit from fluency at the connected 

text level. Fluency is not a stage of development, rather it changes depending on what students are 

reading. Readers who normally read at an adequate speed may slow down or reread text when 

sentence structure or vocabulary becomes increasingly difficult to understand. Fluent readers recognize 

words automatically. They read allowed effortlessly and with expression and they divide the text into 

meaningful chunks. They change emphasis and tone appropriately and they pause within and at the 

ends of sentences. Fluent reading is the culmination of all those discrete skills we acquired as we learn 

to read. If students are to become fluent readers they'll need to be fluent in each of those skills that 

were those on that rope: letter recognition, chronological awareness, sound blending, instant word 

recognition, sound simple correspondence, chunk recognition, vocabulary and language processing. Two 

majors components of reading fluency are automaticity and prosity. Automaticity or performance 

without conscious attention occurs when students are able to automatically identify words. And again, 

the reason that we want students to be fluent or automatically and accurately identify words is because 

then their brain is able to put more thought into what, what the meaning is that's being read. This is an 

example passage for dysfluent reader's profile when fluency is the issue. So this looks different than the 

other ones that we looked at. The student does not show the underlying issues with decoding that the 

students represented in the previous slide (inaudible). Therefore, this student's instruction would focus 

more on fluency work and less on accuracy intervention. The accuracy for this student actually is 96 

percent. So there's that 95 percent we look for. It is possible that some students have difficulty with 

both decoding and fluency and instruction should continue in both those areas. This student then would 

benefit from fluency practices. Myer and Fountain describe fluency again as the ability to reconnect a 

text rapidly, smoothly, effortlessly and automatically with little conscious attention to the mechanics of 

reading such as decoding. Another definition is defined by Dr. Neil Anderson is reading at an appropriate 

rate with adequate comprehension. This definition of reading fluency is important as teachers consider 

what an appropriate reading rate is for their students. Remember that reading at a quick pace and 

appropriate rate without comprehending what's being read is not fluent reading. Additionally, reading 

super slowly and understanding everything being read is likewise not fluent reading. The balance 

between the two, the reading rate and the comprehension is important to fluency. Asking students to 

beat the clock or something similar when reading or when progress monitoring or when giving them a 

task to read you know where you're going to be timing them sends an incorrect message that speed is 

most important. I suggest that we never ask students for fluency without asking about what was read. 

The purpose of reading is to comprehend. Remember the appropriate speed for the task is not speed for 

speed's sake. According to Hudson each aspect of fluency is a clear connection to reading 

comprehension. For instance, or for example inaccurate word reading can lead to misinterpretations of 

the author's words. Poor automaticity can strain the reader's ability to construct ongoing interpretation 

due to overfocusing on decoding. And poor procity can lead to confusion through inappropriate groups 

of words or the inappropriate use of expression. According to Hudson each aspect of fluency has a clear 

connection to reading comprehension. ( Silence ) This is an example of a progress monitoring graph from 

AIMSweb for ORF, oral reading fluency. Note that in these progress monitoring, some of the progress 

monitoring examples I'm going to show you there's a straight line down showing that there's a program 

change. So, if a student is not making progress the whole reason for progress monitoring is to make 



some instructional decisions and make change and not wait for a long period of time to say, oh no, this 

hasn't worked. So in this student those-- you know there were changes made periodically. This is an 

example from DIBELS Next showing what they call DORF now or reading fluency and retell on the same 

graph. ( Silence ) So comprehension. Dr. Carol Connor, Research Faculty Member at the Florida Center 

for Reading Research mentions the dilemma that we all know, that comprehension relies on text 

difficulty, student's background knowledge and student motivation. We also know that in order to 

comprehend you must be able to read and understand the words accurately and automatically. And we 

have to tie together the words over time. We have to maintain their order and meaning and working 

memory so that we understand phrases, sentences, paragraphs and extended text. The accuracy and 

rate with which students read aloud level passages is highly correlated with reading comprehension 

skills, particularly at elementary grade levels. So, fluency measures can be useful coupled with reteller 

questions. Dr. Connor says the FCRR group has had some success using oral reading passages with 

questions that range from simple facts to making inferences. But use this message, method with 

caution. Remember that background knowledge of the context of the text influences the ability to 

answer questions about the text greatly. If you know a lot or if the student knows a lot about the subject 

that is in the text, they are automatically going to be able to comprehend better, even if they can't read 

many of the words. Dr. Connor also mentions Maze or Cloze tasks. Again, knowledge of the content of 

the text can influence the ability to complete the task. Another tool that we have in Harrisburg, of 

course in Harrisburg, in Pennsylvania that are free are the CDTs, classroom diagnostic tools and we'll talk 

a little bit about those. So, we've already discussed the ORF, the oral reading fluency measures. And this 

an example of a Maze. A Maze reading assessment is a task that measures how well students 

understand text that read silently. The Maze task differs from traditional comprehension in that it is 

based completely on the text. After the first sentence, every seventh word of the passage is replaced 

with a correct word and two distracters. Students choose the word from among the three choices that 

fits best with the rest of the passage. Capable readers understand the syntax of what they read and the 

meanings of the words as they are used in the text. Some students with reading difficulties can't 

comprehend what they read well enough to choose words based on symantec and syntactic accuracy. A 

maze reading assessment can identify those students and measure changes in their reading behaviors as 

the result of instruction or practice. Specific directions for administering the Maze can be found in the 

"Core Multiple Measures" book, DIBELS Next materials and in DIBELS Next, the Maze Passage are called 

Bays; AIMSweb and many other resources. Intervention Central website offers a test of reading 

comprehension, a Maze Passage generator where you type a passage and then the Maze Passage is 

generated for you. The link for that site is found in the resources section in your handout. ( Silence ) This 

is an example of a progress monitoring graph for Maze Passages. We need to isolate some of the 

comprehension skills that may be causing difficulty. Isolating skills is important because that helps us 

determine what to teach. These examples shared by Dr. Edwards-Santoro are common areas that are 

used in our PA course standards. Each of these can be tested though more informally than the general 

outcomes based measures. Progress monitoring would show increases in these specific skills over time. 

Remember some students will perform better on comprehension measures with topics they're familiar 

with and with text that they're comfortable with. Research states too that the content word score on 

written recall measures was identified as a valid indicator of reading comprehension but simultaneously 

satisfies the feasibility requirement of ongoing assessment for student growth. That research 



assessment was done by Fuchs and Fuchs in 1989. Written retell is found to provide teachers useful 

information above and beyond tools more readily available and other research. These on the slide are 

general examples for ways to determine or assess each one of these. For the five Ws and how multiple 

choice questions and error analysis will give information. For retelling scoring rubrics or critical features 

checklist for written retells will be helpful. Main idea and detail can be determined through 

comprehension questions and scoring rubrics. And scoring rubrics or a critical features checklist can help 

for assessing and summarizing. Vocabulary is an important component of reading comprehension. A 

student's background knowledge and vocabulary influences comprehension greatly. We could spend a 

good day or more talking about the level of vocabulary knowledge, general ways to assess that 

knowledge and how to instruct. So, I'm only just sharing this one example for our purposes today. This 

example shows steps that could be used to monitor progress in vocabulary. Informal vocabulary 

assessments for grades one to eight can be found in the "Core Multiple Measures" book. For progress 

monitoring purposes a vocabulary assessment may be used more than once if the student's receive no 

feedback about their responses. The two versions of the assessment are approximately parallel forms 

and can be used for pre and post assessments or can be alternated for progress monitoring purposes. 

It's important to keep in mind that progress monitoring for vocabulary is different from many other 

school areas. Letter recognition, word decoding and oral fluency skills reflect the application of a 

relatively small set of sound spelling correspondences. And quickly respond to direct instruction and 

meaningful practice. Vocabulary differs in that only a relatively small number of words are taught 

directly. And most vocabulary development occurs incidentally through oral interaction reading. For 

these reasons the core vocabulary screening is more useful for identifying students who have 

insufficient vocabulary knowledge, bad for monitoring student progress but it is an option. Another 

possibility the CDTs or classroom diagnostic tool is an online tool and it's available free on Pennsylvania's 

SAS website. Although we don't know how sensitive the CDT is to incremental growth, and it's main 

purpose is to provide diagnostic information, and the advantage is that it is based on our PA core 

standards. You might try it to monitor a student's growth and, of course, standards three times a year. 

It's right now offered to students in grades six through high school. It's field tested down to grade three 

in the fall of 2013 and should be operational in the spring of 2014. It's available for use in the classroom 

throughout the school year on a voluntary basis, three to five times a year. It's based on content, 

assessed by the Keystone exams and the Pennsylvania System of School Assessment. It's composed of 

multiple choice items. It's delivered as an on-line computer adaptive test insuring valid and reliable 

measures of the student's skills while minimizing testing time. And it's designed to provide real-time 

results for students and teachers with links to materials and resources. A caution with the CDTs is you're 

looking at that data especially as the use goes down to further grades. It's measuring those 

comprehension skills that are in our PA core standards, our Keystone exams, our PSSAs. If a student is 

performing poorly at a lower level, the problem may not be with, for instance, it may say mine idea. It 

may be that they can't read the words. So, with the CDT if a student is not doing well you still may again 

need to match that with those mastery measures and those diagnostic measures. This is a sample of IEP 

goals using CDTs. ( Silence ) This is just a quick review of the recommended frequency of informative 

assessment or progress monitoring that is recommended based upon varying levels of student 

performance. Note that the survey level assessment is done only when there is a reason to do it. It's not 

done on a specific schedule. This is the individual report that shows the results of the test administered 



in the spring for ELL students using the ACCESS for EELs English language proficiency test. Usually these 

results arrive to districts in April. In the second handout that you received there's a full sized piece of 

this if you can't see it well. The top boxes are the demographic data section. It's important to consider 

the tier section, the gray cluster and the request from the ESL, the number of years the student has 

been in the ESL program and if you can have the results from previous years. This is an important tool 

not only to target ESL instruction, but to be able to capitalize on the student's strengths and work in 

collaboration, the ESL and content features to close the gaps in language acquisition and content 

learning. Making educational decisions for ELLs without using this important instrument is like shooting 

an arrow in the dark and expecting to hit a target. We have numerous students who are English 

language learners and also have IEPs. So, if a student with a-- if a student that you're working with has 

an IEP and is an ELL student, this data is absolutely necessary to look at. Continue you with the ACCESS 

for ELLs the language domains, listening, speaking, reading and writing are on the left-hand corner and 

not that there are, actually the right-hand corner, that there are also scores for a combination of the 

scores on the domains; important information to show progress from year to year. The level of English 

language proficiency on the right-hand side corner. The levels of English language proficiency as well as 

the composite score usually presented as 1.4 or 3.5. So don't get confused with grade level reading 

skills. They are English level proficiency. This kindergarten report looks a little different but it does 

provide information in all four domains against listening, speaking, reading and writing. And there are 

also other reports that you can have access through your administrators or ESL teachers. They are the 

parent-guardian report, the teacher report, the student roster report, the school frequency report and 

the district frequency report. The next three flow charts are also found full size in your handouts and 

you can use them in any way that is helpful for you. This flow chart is a tool that may provide guidance 

as you use any analyzed data to determine instructional need and focus for a student. This one is 

specifically for kindergarten and beginning first grade. So, looking at this we start with the assumption 

that all students receive effective instruction in the Standards Aligned Core Reading Program. Next we 

look at the benchmark screening data for students in kindergarten and beginning first grade. It's a 

benchmark for phonics and then this example is nonsense word fluency (inaudible) of DIBELS Next. If 

that benchmark phonics indicates that the accuracy is good but the fluency is poor you have moved to 

the right of the benchmark screening box and you continue. If the benchmark for phonics shows that 

the accuracy is poor you move to the left. Following the flow chart you would check for indication of 

poor or accurate phonological awareness skills. If they're adequate then you check for specific areas of 

need in phonics and word recognition. If they're not adequate, if the phonological awareness skills are 

not adequate then you need to provide explicit instruction in phonological awareness. And not that the 

flowchart continues in other areas. Note also that in the middles it says For ALL. So no matter what 

we're working on all students need to continue with rich oral language development to increase their 

vocabulary, to work on sentence comprehension, modeling self-monitoring strategies and increasing 

their background knowledge. ( Silence ) This flowchart for students from mid first through second grade 

is similar to the previous one with additional areas to flow to. Again, it's a tool that may provide 

guidance as you use and analyze data to determine instructional need and focus for a student. And 

again, we start with the assumption that all students receive effective instruction in the Standards 

Aligned Core Reading Program. It's really hard for kids with reading difficulty to ever catch up or for that 

gap to lessen if they're pulled out from reading instruction at grade level and they're never given access 



to that rich, rich and robust grade level vocabulary background knowledge, comprehension and those 

skills. So, next we look at the benchmark screening data for students in first and second grade. If the 

benchmark for oral reading fluency or ORF indicates that the accuracy is good, the fluency is poor, you 

would move to the left of the benchmark screening box and you would continue. Actually it's the right 

for them. Following the flowchart you would move over to the right, yeah. You would check for 

indication of poor or accurate phonics by reviewing the phonics data as demonstrated by the nonsense 

word fluency SEF test here. Next consider data for phonological awareness and in this example that's 

measured by the PSF. If it's adequate check for specific areas of need in phonics and word recognition 

that's measured by the PSF. If it's adequate check for specific areas of need in phonics and word 

recognition. And if it's not adequate provide explicit instruction and phonological awareness. And note 

that the flowchart continues in other areas. Now let's look at the other side of the chart. If the student's 

oral reading fluency score shows 95 percent or above in accuracy but the words read correct per minute 

data is below benchmark, follow the chart to the right. Check instructional level and then implement 

fluency building strategies at level of need. If the student's ORF skill score was adequate with 95 percent 

or above accuracy and there's difficulty with comprehension follow the scenario on the far right of the 

chart with consideration for implementing explicit vocabulary and comprehension instruction. Think 

about Scarborough's rope that we looked at previously. You'll notice that rigorous language, vocabulary 

and comprehension instruction continues for all students at the same time they may be working on 

word recognition skills. Note also that the areas are interconnected and flow to one another. This tool 

provides general guidance for discussion and consideration. It must be used with the knowledge of the 

student of the skills necessary for reading and all the data available. The flowchart is a tool that again my 

provide guidance as you use and analyze data to determine instructional need and focus for a student. ( 

Silence ) And the last flowchart this flowchart could help guide decision-making in grades three and up. 

Again, it's a tool and it may provide guidance as you use analyzed data to determine instructional need 

and focus for a student. And again, we start with the assumption that all students receive effective 

instruction in the Standards Aligned Core Reading Program. We begin by looking at the benchmark 

screening data for students as well as PSSA, (inaudible) class records, access for ELLs, all of the 

information that awe have at our fingertips. If data indicates there's difficulty consider the benchmark 

assessment for oral reading fluency. If that indicates the accuracy is good but fluency is poor, you move 

to below the benchmark screening box and you would continue. Now the benchmark data indicates that 

accuracy is poor and fluency is poor, you would move to the left of the ORF box and check for indication 

of poor or accurate phonics or advanced phonics by reviewing the data as demonstrated by diagnostic 

assessments and the ORF. If necessary, consider data for phonological awareness and if adequate check 

for specific areas of need in phonics and word recognition. If not adequate you provide explicit 

instruction of phonological awareness. Note that the flowchart continues to other areas. Now let's look 

at the other side of the chart if students' oral fluency reading score shows 95 percent or above in 

accuracy, but the words read correct per minute is below benchmark you follow the chart to the right. 

Again, you'll notice that rigorous language, vocabulary and comprehension instruction continues for all 

students at the same time they may be working award recognition skills. If a student is strong in all areas 

to the left including accurately and fluently reading sophisticated multi-syllabic words the difficulty may 

be in specific areas of comprehension. Remember Scarborough's rope. There are a number of areas that 

may be causing problems. We can access a few of those but not within the ease I guess that we can with 



some of those lower skills. Note also that areas are interconnected and they flow to one another. This 

tool provides general guidance for discussion and consideration and, of course, it's to be used with 

knowledge of the student and the skills necessary for reading and with all the data available. As you 

know IEP goals and objectives should address the condition, situation in which the student will perform 

the behavior, the student name, clearly defined behavior, performance criteria such as the criterion 

level, the percent of time, number of times the number and the evaluation schedule or the method. 

Here is some additional IEP goals and objectives. ( Silence ) Setting goals for students who are being 

monitored in out of grade level material can be more challenging. There are multiple statistical 

approaches to out of state level goal setting, determining goals through a variety and methods typically 

results in the same goal. Some methods are more time consuming and require complex mathematical 

calculations. According to the developers of DIBELS next one of the best ways to determine the goal, set 

the goal date is to set the goal date since the goal is achieved in half the time it would usually be 

achieved and draw the aim line connecting the current performance to the goal. The least time 

consuming way is to end up with a reasonable goal is to use the end of the year goal and students need 

to reach it in half the amount of time. These are for kids that are significantly behind in their grade level. 

Again, these steps were developed by Roland Good and Ruth Kaminski, the developers of DIBELS Next. 

Typically the end of the year goal for the grade level of the material being used is used as the goal, but 

the timeframe has to be cut in half. The student needs to meet that end of the year goal by the middle 

of the year, thus closing the gap. ( Silence ) And this chart again developed by Roland Good, one of the 

developers of DIBELS is recommended for closing the gap. Once the student achieves the above target 

even though they have not reached the grade level target he recommends, Roland Good recommends 

placing them in the next grade level progress monitoring booklet. You will notice the student will not do 

as well, but keep them in the material he says as you continue to teach. And after about three measures 

you should notice the student growing once again. And this way you can move students through several 

grade levels in a relative short time. No matter what grade level it is, if they are working in that grade 

level material and they hit target three times, then you can bump kids up to the next grade level 

material. And now that we have covered various assessment practices let's review some evidence based 

instructional practices. Swanson, Hoskyn and Lee found that across content and grade levels, 

interventions delivered through direct instruction plus strategy instruction produce the highest effects. 

Such interventions include these key components: explicit instruction, which is overtly teaching the 

steps or processes needed to understand the construct, apply a strategy and or complete a task. This 

includes teacher presentation of new material, teacher modeling and step by step instruction. 

Systematic instruction, which is breaking down complex skills into smaller manageable checks of 

learning and opportunities for student response and feedback. Important things to know about 

feedback: feedback is one of the top three influences of student learning. It has to be tied to a student 

goals and help students complete tasks more effectively. And the effect is lower when feedback involves 

only praise, rewards or punishment. Students with learning difficulties need frequent opportunities to 

respond and practice with teacher feedback throughout lessons to accelerate learning. Hattie's 1999 

synthesis of more than 500 meta analyses of student achievement reported that feedback again was 

one of the top three influences of student outcomes. ( Silence ) What about ELLs? I included this slide 

because the Understanding Language District Engagement subcommittee had released a set of six key 

principles to support ELLs in meeting the rigorous grade level academic standards found in the common 



core standards and next generation science standards. These principles are found in your handout and 

they are meant to guide teachers, coaches, ELL specialists, curriculum leaders, school principals and 

district administrators as they work to develop course state standard aligned instruction for ELLs. These 

principles are applicable to any type of instruction regardless of grade, proficiency level or program 

type. And again, these principles are found in more detail at the end of your handout. ( Silence ) All 

teachers of ELLs have to be familiar with the different levels of the English language proficiency in 

listening, speaking, reading and writing. Before any recommendations to use diagnostic assessments 

designed for native speakers of English, the results of access for ELLs and W-APT need to be addressed. 

Both WEDA assessments are designed to measure English language proficiency and the information that 

they provide regarding the acquisition of English must guide all decisions regarding instruction and 

intervention for ELLs. When using diagnostic assessments not designed for ELLs we must consider this. 

Results of the assessment and alignments of the instruction and interventions must be a shared 

responsibility of the IEP and ESL teachers. Both educators need to collaborate with data and expertise to 

make the right decision about their students academic success. These assessments should not be used 

to compare ELLs progress with native speakers' progress but to show that specific ELLs spill growth over 

time. Diagnostic assessment with ELLs who are entering or level one will always show minimum English 

literacy. They should not be misinterpreted as an indication of a reading deficiency or problem, but a 

normal problem of a language acquisition, a normal part in a problem of a language acquisition process. 

I want to stress this; remember why we are progress monitoring. We progress monitor to determine if 

our instruction is working. And if it's not to change that instruction in a timely manner. We don't wait. 

We can't wait. Kids can't have us wait until the end of the year or even mid year to find out the student 

is not growing at the rate we need him or her to do. And this is an example of a student who has not 

progressed, even after three separate interventions. What about those non-responders? Consider 

changing the intensity, the methods, the size of the group or the materials. And the last few minutes of 

our session I'd like to highlight some opportunities for next steps. I mentioned Lana Edwards, Dr. Lana 

Edwards-Santoro when I showed the visual that she made. I'm showing that balance between general 

outcome measures and mastery measures. She presented two sessions at a PDE conference and we 

thought that they'd be so helpful we've asked her to come back to RtII Implementer's Forum, which is 

going to be held in Hershey on May 20, 2014. The two sessions she is-- will do are Using Data to Select 

Interventions for Struggling Readers: A Focus on Learning to Read and then Using Data to Select 

Interventions for Struggling Readers: A Focus on Reading to Learn. In her session she goes into much 

more detail and examples about using general outcome measures with mastery measures to progress 

monitoring, monitor. In that second session she starts to pull apart those areas using the mastery 

measures to determine where instruction and progress monitoring needs to occur at comprehension. So 

I highly recommend that. I think we're going to try and video her so that if you miss the PDE sessions 

and you miss the RtII sessions in May, hopefully you'll have availability to those sessions on our website 

later this summer. But another opportunity, again from the PDE conference that was just held a few 

weeks ago, Mark Shin did a program on secondary progress monitoring and the video and information 

about that will be available with other PDE conference videos on our website. Found in your handout, I 

hope you've had a chance to look at that extra handout because there are many additional resources, 

internet resources, references, places to go for additional information. And I'd like to highlight just a few 

of the resources and references I mentioned. This is one of the many examples of resources available to 



provide additional data to instruction. You do have to buy this, but it's not very expensive. I think it's 

under 40 dollars and once you buy it you have access. You can copy all of the informal assessments that 

are found in here to use with any student. It includes many helpful resources as well as those informal 

assessments. "The ABCs of CBM: A Practical Guide to Curriculum-Based Measurement" also gives a ton 

of information. And you can also, of course, find CBM materials in AIMSweb/Edformation, DIBELS Next 

and lots of other places there too. And one last resource that I just want to highlight "Cool Tools: 

Informal Reading Assessments" free. It can be found at this website. It has additional reading skill 

assessments that teachers can use to validate the student's need for support and help to guide that 

instruction. If you have any questions, please feel free to email them to me. I don't always know the 

answers but I'll sure try and find someone who can help me to respond to you and I will respond at any 

rate as soon as I am able to do that. So, thank you. I hope that you were able to confirm some things 

that you've been doing and that you know and that you do and that also that you found some areas that 

maybe you'd like to learn more about. Thank you and have a good evening.  

>> Thanks so much Deb. We really appreciate your presentation and your expertise in this area. There 

were two email addresses that Deb offered on the second or third slide that Deb and I would be happy 

to take your questions. Several of you just typed in questions about finding this. That second handout it 

should be back on the PaTTAN website where you downloaded the slides. There's a little dropdown 

menu. If you go and you click on that you should see the other set of handouts. If you still can't find 

them just email us and we'll make sure that we get that to you. The next webinar in our series on 

Progress Monitoring is on March 17th covering Progress Monitoring for Behavior. So hopefully you'll join 

us and I hope you enjoyed the presentation. Thank you and drive safely. Good-bye. 


